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Abstract—For time-sensitive networks, as in the context of
IEEE TSN and IETF Detnet, cyclic dependencies are associated
with certain fundamental properties such as improving avail-
ability and decreasing reconfiguration effort. Nevertheless, the
existence of cyclic dependencies can cause very large latency
bounds or even global instability, thus making the proof of the
timing predictability of such networks a much more challeng-
ing issue. Cyclic dependencies can be removed by reshaping
flows inside the network, by means of regulators. We consider
FIFO-per-class networks with two types of regulators: per-
flow regulators and interleaved regulators (the latter reshape
entire flow aggregates). Such regulators come with a hardware
cost that is less for an interleaved regulator than for a per-
flow regulator; both can affect the latency bounds in different
ways. We analyze the benefits of both types of regulators in
partial and full deployments in terms of latency. First, we
propose Low-Cost Acyclic Network (LCAN), a new algorithm
for finding the optimum number of regulators for breaking all
cyclic dependencies. Then, we provide another algorithm, Fixed-
Point Total Flow Analysis (FP-TFA), for computing end-to-end
delay bounds for general topologies, i.e., with and without cyclic
dependencies. An extensive analysis of these proposed algorithms
was conducted on generic grid topologies. For these test networks,
we find that FP-TFA computes small latency bounds; but, at
a medium to high utilization, the benefit of regulators becomes
apparent. At high utilization or for high line transmission-rates, a
small number of per-flow regulators has an effect on the latency
bound larger than a small number of interleaved regulators.
Moreover, interleaved regulators need to be placed everywhere
in the network to provide noticeable improvements. We validate
the applicability of our approaches on a realistic industrial time-
sensitive network.

I. INTRODUCTION

During the last decade, the significance of time-sensitive
networks has increased in many real-time application areas
such as automotive industry [1], avionics [2] [3], and industrial
automation [4]. Such networks strive to support, through traffic
synchronization [5], scheduling [6] and control [7], determinis-
tic worst-case delay bounds and jitter. The overall architecture
of time-sensitive networks [8], [9] enables seamless network
configuration and multi-path forwarding to guarantee high re-
liability and availability levels. But mapping mixed-criticality
flows, such as control, audio and best-effort traffic, on these
general topologies can induce cyclic dependencies, i.e., the

graph of interferences between flow paths can have cycles.
The existence of such cyclic dependencies makes the proof of
determinism a much more challenging issue and can lead to
system instability, i.e., unbounded delays [10], [11].

In this paper, our main concern is guaranteeing deterministic
worst-case delay bounds in time-sensitive networks with cyclic
dependencies, while minimizing the deployment costs and
keeping high-scalability architectures.

Among analytical methods for conducting worst-case per-
formance analysis of networks with cyclic dependencies, only
a few techniques have been proposed in the literature, mainly
based on network calculus [12]. The high modularity and
scalability of such a framework make it particularly efficient
for complex communication networks [13]. It has been actu-
ally used for the certification of safety-critical networks, such
as in avionics [14] [15] and space [16]. The most relevant
solutions in this area can broadly be categorized in two main
classes: coping with cyclic dependencies [17] [18] or breaking
cyclic dependencies [19]–[21]. The former consists mainly in
solving a fixed-point problem to compute deterministic delay
bounds when satisfying a given system stability condition.
This class of solutions offers low deployment costs, but gener-
ally leads to overly pessimistic delay bounds, thus limiting the
network scalability (size) and resource efficiency (utilization
rate). The latter guarantees cycle-free networks by relying on
either specific traffic-routing algorithms [19] that add further
constraints on the network design, or a full deployment of
traffic regulators within all network devices [20], [21] that
are more expensive to deploy. Traffic regulators reshape flows
by removing the increased burstiness due to interference with
other flows, thus a full deployment in every node removes
cyclic dependencies in a radical way. These regulators come
in two types: per-flow regulator (PFR) (also called “per-flow
shaper”) and interleaved regulator (IR) (see Section II-B for
details). The latter reshapes entire flow aggregates, whereas
the former acts on individual flows hence requires per-flow
queues. Both types of regulators enable higher scalability and
efficiency for such networks but are more complex to deploy
than solutions that do not use them or cope solely with cyclic
dependencies.
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A variant would be to deploy regulators only within a subset
of nodes (partial deployment). This solution positively affects
the scalability and efficiency of the network, in comparison to
existing solutions coping with cyclic dependencies. Moreover,
it incurs lower deployment costs and complexity than full
deployment. In this paper, we analyze the benefits of both
types of regulators in partial or full deployments, in terms of
latency. For partial deployment, we also research how to select
a subset of nodes where regulators are to be placed.

Contributions: Our main contributions are as follows:
• We propose low-cost acyclic network (LCAN), an algo-

rithm that finds the optimum number of regulators for
breaking all cyclic dependencies;

• We provide another algorithm, fixed-point total-flow anal-
ysis (FP-TFA), for computing small end-to-end delay
bounds for general topologies, i.e., with and without
cyclic dependencies. This algorithm is based on the most
recent work in network calculus [22] and takes advantage
of our improved bound for the burstiness increase within
packetizers.

• We conduct an extensive analysis on a generic grid
topology and conclude that partial-deployment schemes
achieve a good compromise between cost and perfor-
mance. If the utilization or the transmission rate is high,
we find that a small number of per-flow regulators has an
effect on latency larger than a small number of interleaved
regulators. Moreover, interleaved regulators need to be
placed everywhere in the network to provide noticeable
improvements;

• We validate the applicability of partial-deployment ap-
proaches on a realistic industrial time-sensitive network.

The rest of the paper is organized as follows. In Sections
II and III, we present the problem statement and existing
solutions in the literature respectively. We detail the main
system assumptions and the model in Section IV. We introduce
the new algorithm LCAN in Section V and the new analysis
approach FP-TFA in Section VI. We evaluate our proposal
in comparison to existing solutions in Section VII. Finally,
we validate our solution on a realistic industrial time-sensitive
network in Section VIII.

II. PROBLEM STATEMENT

We begin this paper by defining the issue of cyclic depen-
dencies and how they represent a challenge.

A. Cyclic Dependencies

Consider a network where flows have fixed paths and are
bounded at sources by leaky buckets; such a constraint, with
parameters r (the rate) and b (the burstiness, also called
“bucket size” or “burst size” [23]), means that the number
of bits that the flow can send over a window of duration t is
upper bounded by rt+ b. Whenever such a flow is subject to
a bounded but variable delay, the jitter it suffers (difference
between the best- and the worst-case delay) increases its
burstiness, that is then propagated to the next element in
the flow path. This burstiness-propagation effect can lead to

A B
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C = 2

L
=

1

Fig. 1. Toy example of several cyclic dependencies

situations in which the burstiness of the flows have a cyclic
dependency on each other. Consider the theoretical session-
oriented network presented in Figure 1 where boxes A to I
are switches and flows f ,g,f ′ and g′ are bounded by leaky-
buckets.

When exiting switch A, f suffers a variable delay due to
the contention at the output port: f and g interfere, as they
both compete to exit A in the direction of B. The worst-
case delay depends both on the burstiness of f and g, before
A. This worst-case delay implies an increase of the worst-
case burstiness of flow f at A’s output. The new burstiness is
propagated to switch B, where f suffers a delay that increases
again its burstiness. At D, the propagated burstiness of f
competes with the fresh flow g, thus creating a delay and
a burstiness increase for both g and f . From D to A, g
continues to have an increased burstiness at each hop. We
reach a dependency because the burstiness of g before A
depends on the delay within A, and this delay depends on
the burstiness of g before A.

A formal definition of cyclic dependencies can be found in
[11, Chapter 12], quoted here:

Definition. For a given network, consider its underlying di-
rected graph G = (V,E) defined by: V , the set of vertexes, is
the set of output ports in the network. For a, b two output ports
in V , (a, b) is a directed edge in E if at least one flow crosses
output port a and just after output port b. A cyclic dependency
in the network is defined as a cycle in its underlying graph.

When there is no cyclic dependency, we say that the network
is “feed-forward”. The definition highlights that we do not
consider cyclic data-dependencies commonly viewed in the
real-time community but rather cyclic dependencies that are
induced by the paths of the flows.

The underlying graph of the network in Figure 1 is given
in Figure 2 (For any switch, we use the cardinal points for
distinguishing its output ports). For example, (Enorth, Fnorth) is
an edge in the underlying graph because flow g satisfies the
above condition. The graph is not acyclic and the network is
not feed-forward.

Cyclic dependencies can lead to the global instability of a
network. In [10], Andrews proved that for any utilization ratio
(even as close to 0 as desired), there exists a first in, first out
(FIFO) network with cyclic dependencies in which the delays
of the flows are not bounded.

2
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Fig. 2. Underlying graph (defined in Section II-A) of the toy example
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Fig. 3. Shaping-for-free principle (defined in Section II-B) with a PFR

B. Regulators

To prevent cyclic dependencies and the instability they can
cause, burst propagation can be blocked by using hardware
components called regulators. Regulators are placed just be-
fore an output port and reduce the burstiness of the flows by
delaying some packets.

Regulators come in two flavours: per-flow regulators (PFRs)
and interleaved regulators (IRs). A PFR, with parameter (r, b)
for the flow of interest, buffers the data of the flow in a
FIFO queue (one per flow) and releases packets as early as
possible while ensuring that the output of this flow never has
more than rt + b bits over any period of duration t. A well-
known implementation is Linux’s Token Bucket Filter [23].
The PFR can delay some packets, however, it does not increase
the worst-case delay [21], [24] (“shaping for free” property).
This is illustrated in Figure 3. Any regulated flow is treated
differently from the PFR perspective and can come from a
different FIFO system. If the PFR is configured so that it
resets the burstiness of each flow back to its value at the FIFO-
system’s input, then the shaping-for-free property holds: the
overall worst-case delay Df

2 for flow f equals its worst-case
delay Df

1 in the FIFO system (and Dg
2 = Dg

1 as well).
Interleaved Regulators were introduced by [25] (under the

name of “Urgency Based Scheduler”, also called “Asyn-
chronous Traffic Shaping” by IEEE TSN) in an effort to reduce
the required hardware. An IR has a single FIFO queue for all
the flows it regulates (but every flow f has its own regulation
parameter (rf , bf )). The IR examines only the packet at the
head of its FIFO queue and releases it as soon as so doing does
not violate the constraint of this flow. Packets of other flows
can thus be delayed by the packet at the head of the queue.

FIFO system IR
rf1 , bf1 rf1 , bf1
rfn , bfn rfn , bfn

D1 D2 = D1

. . .

Fig. 4. Shaping-for-free principle with an IR

Nonetheless, an IR that is placed after a FIFO system does not
increase the worst-case delay of the FIFO system, as illustrated
in Figure 4. Note that this “shaping-for-free” property of the
IR holds only if all the flows in the FIFO queue of the IR
come from the same previous FIFO system. Also observe that
the IR can increase the worst-case delay of a flow when this
worst-case delay is less than the worst-case delay across all
flows at the node of interest.

Interleaved regulators and per-flow regulators are two be-
havioral models. Their specific implementation within a net-
work element is still an open discussion among the TSN
task group. The ongoing draft IEEE802.1Qcr Asynchronous
Traffic Shaping (ATS) specifies the functional requirements
for a bridge to behave as per the IR model and, with slight
modifications, as per the PFR model. At the time of this
writing, this functional description is not yet published and
does not imply any corresponding hardware requirement, as
several solutions can be envisioned to achieve a same network
function. Even if these hardware requirements will probably
have a given cost, we keep an abstract definition of costs and
focus on the behavioral models.

C. Network Calculus

Network calculus is a mathematical framework initiated
by Cruz [26], [27] and then extended in [12], [28]. It uses
cumulative arrival functions R(t) [resp R∗(t)] which count the
amount of bits that have entered [resp. exited] a node between
0 and t. Then the delay and backlog at a node at any time are
obtained from the horizontal and vertical distances between R
and R∗.

In a real system, R and R∗ are unknown, so the framework
uses an upper bound on the traffic: α is an arrival curve if
∀t, s ≥ 0, R(t + s) − R(t) ≤ α(s). Similarly, it uses a lower
bound on the service provided by a node to the traffic: β is a
service curve is ∀t, R∗(t) ≥ infs≤t(R(s) + β(t− s)).

With these abstractions, network calculus defines an algebra
based on the (min,plus) convolution and nodes can then be
represented as in traditional system theory, with an input, an
output and a transfer function. For instance, if a flow of arrival
curve α is serialized on a medium of transmission rate c, the
resulting bit stream has an arrival curve α ⊗ λc where λc :
t 7→ ct and ⊗ is the (min,plus) convolution: α ⊗ λc(t) =
infs≤t α(s) + λc(t− s).

One fundamental result of network calculus is the “three
bounds theorem” [12], that provides deterministic bounds on
the delay and the backlog at a node, together with an upper
bound on the burstiness-propagation effect. It can thus be used
for providing end-to-end (ETE)-delay bounds if the network
is globally stable. Finally, network calculus can be used for
studying the effect of regulation on delays.

D. Full and Partial Deployments of Regulators

Regulators (both PFRs and IRs) can be deployed at every
node just before an output port [29]. In such a full deployment,
the burstiness of every flow remains the same along its path;
there is no burstiness propagation and the problems caused

3
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by cyclic dependencies are eliminated. Worst-case latencies
can be computed using the “shaping-for-free” property and
other network calculus results. Note that regulators have a
beneficial effect as they avoid burstiness increases, however
they have other properties that can negatively affect the
latency. Specifically, they affect the serialization and the peak-
rate limitation benefits for the aggregate of all flows they serve.
For example, if a collection of flows is known to arrive on
the same link, then the peak rate limitation imposed by the
link can be exploited to compute smaller latency bounds, an
effect known as the “line shaping”. Such a limitation is no
longer true at the output of a PFR or an IR. We expect the
effect on latency to be very similar for full deployment of
PFR versus IR (but PFRs are more complex than IRs). Our
first objective is to evaluate the benefit of full deployments of
PFRs or IRs on latency. To this end, we developed FP-TFA, a
novel algorithm for computing delay bounds in networks with
cyclic dependencies.

As regulators break the propagation of burstiness, an al-
ternative approach is to install a few regulators within the
network, such that cyclic dependencies are removed (partial
deployment). The computation of latency bounds is hence
facilitated and can be performed using network calculus.
Observe that, here, there is a significant difference between
PFRs and IRs. If an IR is used at a point, say B, in the network
to restore the burstiness that exists for a set of flows at some
point, say A, the entire path from A to B must be globally
FIFO for the aggregate traffic of the set of flows. In practice,
this requires that A be an upstream neighbour of B. Such a
limitation does not exist for a PFR. The partial deployment
approach1 has not yet been studied and raises questions. Is
there any benefit on latency ? How can it be quantified in terms
of costs, performance, sensitivity ? Is there a significant effect
on latency if PFRs are used instead of IRs ? How to select
the nodes that should implement regulation ? These questions
constitute the second set of objectives of this paper.

III. RELATED WORK

Several proposals have been made to handle the problem of
cyclic dependencies described in Section II-A.

Mathematical adaptations of the network-calculus frame-
work were proposed to enable the analysis of networks that
already have cyclic dependencies. This situation occurs on
existing networks with an existing flow mapping. A first
space of solution is the fixed-point problem formulation [11,
Chapter 12]. More complex approaches rely on global inter-
ference equations. We can cite the Charny condition or the pay
multiplexing only at convergence points (PMOC) framework
[30], [31].

Mathematical approaches take advantage of serialization
effects [31], [32] but suffer from the burst-propagation phe-
nomenon that creates cyclic dependencies. They cannot guar-

1We consider only partial deployments of PFRs or partial deployments of
IRs. We leave partial deployments of mixtures of PFRs and IRs for further
study.

TABLE I
APPROACHES STUDIED IN THIS PAPER AND METHODS OF ANALYSIS

Total deployment Partial deployment No regulator
PFR [24] + [22] LCAN and FP-TFA FP-TFAIR [21] + [22] LCAN and FP-TFA

antee the stability of the network a priori and usually provide
pessimistic delay bounds [31].

If cyclic dependencies are anticipated in a network under
design, then the designer could chose to avoid them at the first
place. This could be done in several ways:

a) By adding routing constraints: Commonly used in
industrial networks, this approach benefits from the research
on deadlock prohibition in networks on chip (NoC) [33]; turn
prohibition is an example for heterogeneous networks [19].
Routing constraints give, however, little latitude to the network
architect on the mapping of the flows and face configuration
issues in the context of large-scale networks that are at the
core of IEEE time-sensitive networking (TSN) and Internet
Engineering Task Force (IETF) Detnet working groups. They
can also lead to both the surcharge of some resources and
to the waste of others [19]. We do not consider this class of
solutions.

b) By using regulators: If adding routing constraints is
not possible, the designer could choose to add the regula-
tors described in Section II-B. Regulators break the burst
propagation hence remove cyclic dependencies. Two types of
regulators are considered in this paper: the per-flow regulator
(PFR) [24] and the interleaved regulator (IR) [21]. Previous
work consider regulators as elements deployed at each hop
within the network [29].

Regulators are powerful tools, as they provide some level
of control on the arrival curves at their output. However
this control is interesting only if the delay they incur can
be computed and bounded. In Section II-B, we present the
shaping-for-free principle, a fundamental property of regu-
lators. Compared to mathematical approaches, they do not
suffer from the burst-propagation phenomenon but do not take
advantage of serialization effects, as the burst of each flow is
paid at each node.

The right and left columns of Table I were the only two
options considered in the previous work on cyclic dependen-
cies and regulators. In both cases, stability requirements, cost
requirements and scalability requirements are only met par-
tially. Partial-deployment schemes have not yet been studied
and might represent an opportunity for a good compromise
between cost, scalability and performance.

IV. SYSTEM MODEL

We consider an asynchronous switched network with full-
duplex links. We assume that there is one or several classes of
traffic and that traffic flows are statically assigned to a class.
At every node, all packets of all flows of a given class are
processed according to some unspecified scheduling method,
in order of arrival (FIFO-per-class). We focus on one of the
classes. Notations are presented in Table II.
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TABLE II
NOTATIONS

N The set of all the output ports in the network
n ∈ N An output port
I The set of all the input ports in the network
I(n) The subset of I containing the input ports located

on the same device as the output port n
ci Transmission rate of the line at the input port i
cn Transmission rate of the line at the output port n
tprop Minimum propagation time in any link of the network
f A flow
f 3 n Flow f is crossing the port n
f 3 (i, n) Flow f is entering via the input i and exiting via the output n
αf (n) Arrival curve of the flow f before entering

the device that contains the port n
rf Rate of the flow f
bf (n) Burst of the flow f before entering

the device that contains the port n
α∗
f (n) Arrival curve of the flow f at the output of the scheduler n
b∗f (n) Burst of the flow f at the output of port n
α0
f Initial arrival curve of the flow f ,

α0
f (t) = rf t+ bf for some rf , bf

αR
f (i, n) Regulated arrival curve for f enforced by the regulator (i, n)
βn Service curve of the scheduler in port n
γr,b γr,b(t) = (rt+ b)1t>0, Leaky Bucket arrival curve

with rate r and burst b
βR,L βR,L(t) = R(t− T )+, Rate-Latency service curve

with rate R and latency L
δT Variable delay service curve with a maximum delay T
λR λR(t) = Rt, Service curve with a rate R and no latency

Switch fabric

Output port n

cn
Scheduler

Regulator (i, n)

Input i

Packetizerci

Input j

Packetizercj

Output port h
ch

Fig. 5. Device model

A. Device Model

In Figure 5, we present the model of any device in the
network. It is made of input ports, output ports, and a switch
fabric. We assume that all input ports I and all output ports
N in the network can be listed. Hence, port indexes i, j, n and
h are not relative to the device, but absolute in the network.
We assume that the propagation times from device to device
are non zero, and denote by tprop the minimum among all such
propagation times across the entire network.

Any packet enters the device via one of its input ports, say
i. Its bits are received at rate ci where ci is the transmission
rate of the line connected to input port i. The packet is then
stored entirely in a packetizer, i.e. a network element that
releases the data only once the whole packet has been received.
Table lookup and transmission through the switch fabric are
then performed and we assume that these two last steps are
instantaneous.

Depending on the routing table, the packet might then be
transmitted to output port n. If a regulator has been installed
for input i and output n (regulator (i, n) in Figure 5), the
packet is then processed by the regulator before being made
available for the scheduler. If no regulator is installed for
that tuple (case of tuple (j, n) in Figure 5), the packet is
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Fig. 6. Overview of the LCAN algorithm

immediately transmitted to the scheduler.
The scheduler implements a FIFO-per-class policy, and we

assume its minimum service for the considered class can be
lower-bounded by a rate-latency service curve βRn,Ln , also
denoted with βn. For all n ∈ N , we assume Rn ≤ cn and
∀i ∈ I(n), Rn ≤ ci: the service rate is always lower than all
the line transmission rates on the device. When a packet is
selected by the scheduler for transmission, it is serialized on
the transmission line at rate cn.

B. Flows and Regulators

For any flow f and any output port n, αf (n) represents
the arrival curve of f before entering the device that contains
output port n and α∗f (n) represents its arrival curve at the
output of port n. α0

f is the initial arrival curve of flow f (at
the source). Whenever the flow is processed by a regulator
installed at tuple (i, n), we note αRf (i, n) the regulated output
arrival curve of this regulator for flow f . For a PFR, this arrival
curve is the initial arrival curve; for an IR it is the arrival
curve computed at the previous hop – see Section V-A for
details. The initial arrival curve for any flow f is of the leaky
bucket type, i.e of the form α0

f (t) = rf t+ bf for some rf , bf .
We assume that every output port n meets its local-stability
requirement as described in [11], i.e.

∑
f3n rf < Rn.

V. LCAN: CONFIGURING AND POSITIONING
REGULATORS WITHIN A NETWORK

In this section, we describe LCAN, an algorithm that
computes a partial deployment of either PFRs or IRs with
minimal cost, subject to the constraint of breaking all cyclic
dependencies. The cost is the sum of the costs of every
regulator. The cost of one regulator is configurable and is given
by an external function specified by the user. For instance, the
cost can be defined according to:
• the number of flows a regulator has to process,
• the properties of the flows a regulator has to process (e.g.,

rate, burst),
• the size of the device on which the regulator is imple-

mented.
Additionally, constraints can be added to the algorithm to
account for industrial requirements. For instance, a device
could be out of the operator’s control and thus could not
implement any regulator; or a device could host a maximum
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Fig. 7. Output port Csouth of the network example with a PFR
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Fig. 8. Meeting of the requirements for the shaping-for-free property with
a PFR

number of regulators, etc. As described in Section II-B, these
aspects are still under discussion in the real-time community.
To anticipate any potential outcome of this discussion, LCAN
takes the cost definition as an input. However, in this paper,
we are using unitary costs, and if a PFR is placed for a given
(input, output) pair, we count it as one regulator, regardless of
the number of flows.

An overview of LCAN is presented in Figure 6. It operates
in three steps (Figure 6). First, it creates a minimum feedback
arc set (MFAS) problem, a well-known graph-theory problem
that represents the objective. The output of this step is a
directed weighted graph with cycles, the weights representing
the configurable costs of the regulators. Second, it uses a state-
of-the-art algorithm to solve the MFAS problem. In the last
step (not presented hereafter), the network is configured and
made ready to be analyzed by any feed-forward method.

A. Graph Construction

To explain how graphs are built by LCAN, we consider
again the toy example in Figure 1. Figure 2 presents the
underlying graph of this network, as described in Section II-A.

As discussed in the mentioned section, the underlying graph
is actually a representation of the burst-propagation effect
throughout the network. If the graph is acyclic, the network is
feed-forward.

a) LCAN Operations with per-flow regulators: Assume
output port Csouth implements a PFR that regulates the flows
coming from Bsouth. We configure it with αRf (Bsouth, Csouth) =

α0
f and αRf ′(Bsouth, Csouth) = α0

f ′ : the arrival curves of f and
f ′ at the output of the PFR equal their initial arrival curves at
their respective sources. Figure 7 presents the inside of port
Csouth. The flows competing for the scheduler are f and f ′ with
regulated arrival curves α0

f and α0
f ′ . Hence, the computation

of the delay within the scheduler of port Csouth neither depends
on αf (Csouth) nor on αf ′(Csouth). The burst propagation from
Bsouth to Csouth is blocked. This corresponds to removing edge
(Bsouth, Csouth) from the graph in Figure 2.

The shaping-for-free property described in Section II-B is
kept. For the flow f regulated by the PFR (Bsouth, Csouth), the
FIFO system associated with the regulator is the entire suite
of ports from the ingress node of f up to and including the
output port Bsouth (Figure 8).

Scheduler
Port Csouth

+

IR

From
Bsouth

αf (Csouth)
f

αf (Bsouth) + lmax
rf
cAeast

αf ′(Csouth)
f ′

αf ′(Bsouth) + lmax
rf′

cGwest

Fig. 9. Output port Csouth of the network example with an IR

(Bsouth, Csouth)

αf (Csouth)

αf ′(Csouth)

αf (Bsouth)

αf ′(Bsouth)

Fig. 10. Fraction of the arrival curve dependency graph (defined in
Section V-A) for the network example

Finding the optimal positions for the PFRs is now translated
into a MFAS problem: the objective is to remove the cycles
from the underlying graph by removing the edges with the
fewest weight sum. Each removed edge corresponds to a PFR.
The weights are equal to the costs of the regulators. In the case
of the toy example in Figure 1, if the weights all equal 1, then
removing edge (Bsouth, Csouth) from the underlying graph in
Figure 2 is the optimal solution to make it acyclic.

b) LCAN Operations with interleaved regulators: As-
sume that we implement an IR in place of the PFR (Fig-
ure 9). We configure the IR such that αRf (Bsouth, Csouth) =

αf (Bsouth)+ lmax
rf
cAeast

and αRf ′(Bsouth, Csouth) = αf ′(Bsouth)+

lmax
rf′

cGwest
. The flows f and f ′ exiting the regulator do not

retrieve their fresh arrival curves α0
f and α0

f ′ rather they
retrieve those they had after the packetizers that precede the
previous output port (Figure 11). The packetization effect is
computed as per Section VI-A. The regulator removed the
effect of the last output port scheduler (port Bsouth) on the
arrival curves of f and f ′.
αRf (Bsouth, Csouth) and αRf ′(Bsouth, Csouth) are not entirely

independent from the past ports, which means the action of
the IR on the network cannot be modeled by removing edge
(Bsouth, Csouth) from the graph Figure 2. We need to define a
new graph that we call the arrival curve dependency graph.
A fraction of it is given for the example in Figure 10, where
we focus on the link between B and C. The graph is made
of two types of nodes:

• The state nodes: Node αf (Bsouth) represents the arrival
curve of flow f before entering the device that holds
output port Bsouth, i.e. before entering device B.

• The contention nodes: Node (Bsouth, Csouth) represents the

Scheduler
Port Bsouth

+

Packetizer
From Aeast

Rate cAeast

Packetizer
From Gwest

Rate cGwest

Scheduler
Port Csouth

+Packetizer IR

FIFO system

αf (Bsouth)

αf (Bsouth) + lmaxrf/cAeast

Fig. 11. Meeting of the requirements for the shaping-for-free property with
an IR
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propagation of the burst due to the contention on the
scheduler Bsouth to the next port in the path of the flows,
i.e. port Csouth.

It also includes three types of edges:
• The dashed edges: αf (Bsouth) → αf (Csouth) represents

the propagation of the arrival curve of f from Bsouth to
Csouth.

• The edge αf (Bsouth) → (Bsouth, Csouth) represents the
contention that takes place in Bsouth, in which f partici-
pates, and the propagation of the effects of this contention
in terms of burstiness increase to the next output port:
Csouth.

• Finally, edge (Bsouth, Csouth)→ αf (Csouth) represents the
propagation of these effects on the arrival curve of f
before port Csouth.

Placing an IR between ports Bsouth and Csouth removes the
influence of the contention in the scheduler of port Bsouth
on all the arrival curves, before the scheduler of port Csouth.
This corresponds to removing node (Bsouth, Csouth) (and all its
edges) from the graph in Figure 10. The arrival curves of f
and f ′ at the output of the IR continue to depend on their
previous arrival curves: this is captured by not removing the
state nodes and dashed edges in Figure 10.

The shaping-for-free property described in Section II-B
is kept. For the flow aggregate regulated by the IR
(Bsouth, Csouth), the FIFO system associated with the regulator
in the direct previous scheduler at output port Bsouth, after the
packetizers (Figure 11). This system is FIFO for the aggregate
{f, f ′}.

Finding the optimal positions for the IRs is now translated
into a minimum feedback vertex set (MFVS) problem: the
objective is to remove the cycles from the arrival curve depen-
dency graph by removing the contention nodes with the fewest
total weight. Each removed contention node corresponds to an
IR.

In graph theory, MFVS and MFAS are equivalent problems
[34] and MFVS can easily be transformed into a MFAS
with minor graph manipulations. This step is captured in the
Transform the problem box in Figure 6.

B. Solving the MFAS Problem

Finding a MFAS is a well-known NP-hard problem in
graph theory [35]. We use Baharev’s algorithm [34]: it relies
on a cover-set problem formulation with a lazy constraints
generation. It provides an optimum and is well suited for
graphs containing up to one million cycles, a reasonable limit
for industrial cases. LCAN invokes Baharev’s algorithm to
remove the cycles in the graphs computed in the previous sub-
section. Lastly, LCAN configures the regulators and updates
the network representation.

VI. FP-TFA: A NOVEL ALGORITHM FOR SMALL DELAY
BOUNDS IN NETWORKS WITH CYCLIC DEPENDENCIES

LCAN can be used to achieve partial deployment of regu-
lators. To compare its performance against the no-deployment
approach (right column of Table I), we need an algorithm for
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Fig. 12. Overview of the FP-TFA algorithm

PL
Transmission rate c

γb,r γb∗,r
Fig. 13. A packetizer serving a leaky-bucket constrained flow aggregate with
an input transmission line of rate c

providing small delay bounds in the latter case. We present
fixed-point total-flow analysis (FP-TFA), a novel algorithm for
computing delay bounds in networks with cyclic dependencies.
Up to Subsection VI-D, we assume that no regulator has been
deployed in the network.

An overview of FP-TFA is available in Figure 12. FP-TFA
is primary based on TFA++ [32] and provides
• a new result on the effect of packetizers,
• the computation of a tighter delay bound within nodes by

implementing the aforementioned result, as well as recent
work in network calculus [22], and

• an extension of the algorithm to topologies with cyclic
dependencies by using an iterative fixed point described
in [11, Chap. 12].

A. A Novel Result on Packetizers

The input ports in our model contain packetizers (Figure 5).
To compute delays within nodes, we need to assess both their
delay and their effect on the aggregate arrival curves.

Previous results on packetizers [12] concluded that they do
not directly participate in the ETE-delay bound of flows, but
that they can increase the burstiness of the flow aggregate. This
burstiness increase is bounded by lmax, the maximum packet
size of all the flows. In this subsection, we provide a tighter
bound when the packetizer is connected to an input line of
fixed transmission rate.

Theorem 1. If a packetizer PL is placed on a line of fixed
transmission rate c and if it serves a leaky-bucket constrained
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Time

Aq Dq As Ds

Fig. 14. Timeline of the reception of several packets at packetizer’s input

Scheduler

βn

+ Line shaping

λcn

Output n

PacketizerLine shaping
Aj

Input j

PacketizerLine shaping

λcj′

Aj′
Input j′

αAj

Fig. 15. Detailed model for the computation of the delay bound within a
node

flow aggregate γb,r, then an arrival curve for the aggregate
at its output is the leaky-bucket arrival curve γb∗,r with b∗ =
b + r

c lmax, where lmax is the maximum packet length of the
flow aggregate.

Proof. We note R the cumulative arrival function of the
aggregate at packetizer’s input. For a given packet q, we
note Aq the arrival time of the first bit of the packet in PL.
We note Dq the arrival time of the last bit of packet q and
the subsequent release of the entire packet q from PL. The
transmission rate of the medium is c, therefore Dq−Aq = lq/c,
with lq the size of packet q.

Let us take any two packet indices q ≤ s (Figure 14). By
definition of the maximum arrival curve γb,r for the input
aggregate, the amount of bits received during time interval
Ds −Aq is bounded by γb,r(Ds −Aq), i.e.

lq + . . .+ ls ≤ r · (Ds −Aq) + b

Using the previous relation for Dq −Aq , we obtain:

lq + . . .+ ls ≤ (Ds −Dq)r + b+ rlmax/c (1)

Equation (1) is the max-plus representation of a packetized
flow aggregate constrained by an arrival curve γb∗,r with b∗ =
b+ r lmax

c [12].

B. Delay within a Node

In this subsection, we combine the aforementioned bursti-
ness improvement with recent work in network calculus [22]
and present the delay computations within the lowest layer
in Figure 12. We are interested in the delay suffered by the
flows within output port n of the device model in Figure 5.
The computational model associated is presented in Figure 15,
where j and j′ are two of several input ports without any
regulator.

According to the total-flow analysis (TFA)++ model [32],
neither the input shaping nor the output shaping participate
in the ETE delay, under the assumption that the medium
transmission-rate is higher than the service rate of the sched-
uler (cn ≥ Rn). We also mention, in Section VI-A, that
packetizers do not directly participate in the ETE delay but
they can increase the burstiness.

In conclusion, only the scheduler in Figure 15 participates in
the ETE-delay bound of the flows. To compute a delay bound,

ra
te
c j

lmax

rate rj

bj +
lmax· rjcj

θj time interval t

arrival curve αAj

Fig. 16. Arrival curve αAj for one unregulated input j

we need to obtain the arrival curve of the flow aggregate at
its input.

A flow aggregate of arrival curve
∑
f3(j,n) αf (n) enters

input port j and is first submitted to the shaping created by the
input transmission line, as stated in TFA++ [32]. The pack-
etizer input arrival-curve hence equals λcj⊗

∑
f3(j,n) αf (n)

and is the convolution of two leaky-bucket arrival curves. We
apply to each component the impact of the packetizer as in
Therorem 1. The aggregate arrival curve at location Aj in
Figure 15 equals

αAj =
(
λcj + lmax

)
⊗

 ∑
f3(j,n)

αf (n) + lmax

∑
f3(j,n) rf

cj


where ⊗ represents the min-plus convolution [12].

If we sum the incoming aggregate arrival curves from all the
input ports, an arrival curve of the aggregate that the scheduler
has to serve is

αsched. n=
∑

j∈I(n)


(
λcj + lmax

)
⊗

 ∑
f3(j,n)

αf (n) + lmax

∑
f3(j,n) rf

cj


︸ ︷︷ ︸

αAj


(2)

With the aggregate, we compute the network calculus delay-
bound as the maximal horizontal distance between αsched. n
and βn. In the following part of the subsection, we address
where and how this horizontal distance is computed. Because
the flows have leaky-bucket initial arrival curves, all the arrival
curves αf (n) are leaky-bucket arrival curves.

Figure 16 presents the shape of αAj , a piecewise linear func-
tion with bj =

∑
f3(j,n) bf (n) [resp rj =

∑
f3(j,n) rf (n)] the

total burstiness [resp. the total rate] of the flows f 3 (j, n). We
note θj =

bj+lmax(rj/cj−1)
cj−rj the time value of the intersection

of both slopes.
Next step of the algorithm is to add all the Aj terms for

all input j such that {f 3 (j, n)} is non-empty. Call #J the
number of such inputs. The sum outputs the piecewise-linear
function presented in Figure 17, with m the input index such
that θm = maxj θj , rtot =

∑
j rj , the total rate of the inputs

and btot =
∑
j bj , the total burstiness of the inputs, without

the line shaping or the packetization effects.
The network calculus delay is finally computed. The highest

horizontal distance is reached on θm because rtot ≤ Rn (local-
stability assumption), whereas rtot − rm + cm ≥ cm ≥ Rn
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+1
) r tot

−
rm

+
cm

btot +
lmax ·

∑
j
rj
cj

rtot

θm

time interval t

arrival curve αsched.n

Fig. 17. Arrival curve
∑

j αAj for all unregulated inputs {j}

(assumption that the service rate is lower than all transmission
rates). With the above notations, an upper bound on the delay
of the flows in output port n equals

Dn =
btot + lmax ·

∑
j
rj
cj

Rn
+ Tn + θm ·

(
rtot

Rn
− 1

)
(3)

with Rn the service rate of the scheduler n and Tn its latency.
The algorithm then applies the delay bound improvement

of Mohammadpour et al., achieved when an output port
n is followed by a line with transmission rate cn [22]:
D∗n = Dn − lmin

(
1
Rn
− 1

cn

)
is also a bound on the delay

suffered by the flows within port n, where lmin is the minimal
packet size of the flows.

The last step of the algorithm consists in computing the
output arrival curve for each individual flow by taking into
account the shaping effect of the output transmission rate cn.
This step is performed following the results in [32]: for a given
flow f , its output arrival curve α∗f (n) equals

α∗f (n) = (αf (n)⊗ λcn)� δD∗n (4)

where � represents the min-plus deconvolution [12], δD∗n is
the service curve with no minimum service before D∗n and
infinite service after. The retrieved arrival curves are leaky-
bucket functions, with same rates as at the sources, but with
larger bursts. Before propagation, we apply a ceiling function
to the bursts. Hence, they are expressed by integer values of
bits.

C. Delay Bounds in Networks with Cyclic Dependencies

Combining the two low layers of FP-TFA provides an
analysis tool for feed-forward networks. For a network with
cyclic dependencies, the main idea is to virtually perform cuts
in the topology so as to make it acyclic [11]. A cut is here a
separation between two output ports.

Cuts can be selected freely as long as the remaining net-
work is feed-forward. However, to keep the following steps
tractable, having as few cuts as possible is an interesting
strategy. Hence, the identification of cuts of Figure 12 can
be performed using LCAN. In the toy example (Figure 2), a
cut between Bsouth and Csouth, splitting f and f ′, is sufficient.

The resulting virtual network is feed-forward. Given
the knowledge of the bursts after the cuts (vector
[bf (Csouth), bf ′(Csouth)] in the toy example), the iterative ap-
plication of the method in the previous subsection provides an

algorithm, FF , to compute a bound for the bursts before the
cuts (vector [b∗f (Bsouth), b

∗
f ′(Bsouth)]).

If the real network, with no cut, is stable, then for every
cut tuple (n, h) and every split flow f there exists a lowest
possible bound on the burstiness of f after the cut (before h).
Thus, the vector b of these lowest burst bounds must verify
FF(b) ≥ b. By Tarski’s fixed-point theorem [36] and the
monotonicity of FF , it follows that b is upper-bounded by the
(possibly infinite) largest fixed point of FF . In Theorem 2, we
prove a stronger result: for any non-negative and finite fixed
point b of FF (i.e., FF(b) = b) and if the real network is
initially empty, then the real network is stable and b ≤ b, i.e.,
the fixed point b is a valid bound for the bursts of the flows
at the cuts.

To find such a fixed point, FP-TFA iterates the feed-forward
algorithm FF , starting with the empty vector 0 (Figure 12).
By Tarski’s fixed-point theorem [36], this gives the smallest
fixed point. After each call to FF , Algorithm 1 is called to
check if the fixed point is reached for the current iteration.
This algorithm compares the input and output vectors. For the
fixed point to be reached, strict equality must be achieved for
each term of the vectors, since burst values are integer (in
bits). Algorithm 1 outputs a boolean and the tentative fixed
point. The boolean is used in Figure 12 to decide if another
iteration must be taken. If so, the output bursts are used as
input to a new call to FF .

Algorithm 1 Detail of the “Check Fixed Point” block in
Figure 12
Require: bin is the input vector of FF . It contains the burst

after each cut, for each flow. n is its size. bout is the result
FF(bin).

1: procedure CHECKFIXEDPOINT(bin, bout)
2: bnew ← empty vector size n.
3: fixedPointReached ← True
4: for i = 1, . . . , n do
5: fixedPointReached ← fixedPointReached and

bin,i = bout,i
6: bnew,i ← bout,i
7: end for
8: return [fixedPointReached, bnew]
9: end procedure

Theorem 2. If the network with cyclic dependencies is empty
at t = 0, then any nonnegative fixed point, i.e. a vector b such
that FF(b) = b, is a valid burst bound for the network with
cyclic dependencies at the cuts. If FF has a finite nonnegative
fixed point, then the network is stable.

Proof. Consider the view of the cyclic network in Figure 18
where points U and W are located respectively after and
before the cuts. The network between U and W is feed-
forward. We fix some θ such that 0 < θ < tprop and we
consider V , the point that is exactly θ seconds before W . This
point is on the same link as W because tprop is the minimal
propagation delay of links. We consider the true network, i.e.
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Feed-forward network

. . . . . .
Constant delay θ

Constant delay θ

U WV

Fig. 18. Illustration of the proof principle. The network is feed-forward
between U and W , and V is exactly θ seconds before W .

with U and W connected together. In the rest of the proof,
take any τ ≥ 0.

For M = U, V,W call RM [resp. Rτ
M (t)] the vector

of cumulative arrival functions [resp. stopped at time τ i.e.,
Rτ
M (t) = min(RM (t),RM (τ))]. Also for M = V,W

call R′τM the vector of cumulative arrival functions that are
obtained at points V,W when the inputs at U are stopped
at time τ , i.e. R′τM (t) = min(RM (t),RU (τ)). Last, call bτM
and b′τM the corresponding best burst bounds. For example, for
any component i of vector b′τM , b′τM,i = supt′≥t(R

′τ
M,i(t

′) −
R′τM,i(t) − r(t′ − t)), where r is the leaky-bucket rate of the
flow corresponding to component i.
Lemma 1. At point V , bτV ≤ b′τV

Proof of Lemma 1. Note that for t ≤ τ,Rτ
M (t) = R′τM (t) and

for t > τ,Rτ
M (t) is a constant. The result is thus obtained by

splitting the sup of the definition of b′τV , bτV into the three
options: either t, t′ ≤ τ , or t ≤ τ, t′ > τ or t, t′ > τ .

As FF computes a bound on the output bursts for a given
input, we know that b′τW ≤ FF(bτU ). As the delay between V
and W is constant equal to θ, a change of variable (s, s′)←
(t + θ, t′ + θ) in the definition of b′τV gives b′τV = b′τW ≤
FF(bτU ). Using Lemma 1, we get:

∀τ ≥ 0, bτV ≤ FF(bτU ) (5)

Using RW (t+τ) = RV (t) for any t ≥ 0, we obtain bτ+θW =
bτV . Also, as W and U are connected together, Equation 5
gives bτ+θU = bτ+θW = bτV ≤ FF(bτU ). Apply this to τ = kθ
for k ∈ N and obtain:

∀k ∈ N, b(k+1)θ
U ≤ FF(bkθU ) (6)

The network is empty at t = 0 so b0U = 0 ≤ b. Now
FF can be assumed to be wide-sense increasing as per [11,
Chap. 12]. By monotonicity of FF , the fact that FF(b) = b
and a simple induction argument, it follows that bkθU ≤ b for
all k ∈ N. For any τ ∈ [0,+∞), we have bτU ≤ bkθU with
k = d τθ e, thus bτU ≤ b for all τ ≥ 0. Now bU = supτ≥0 b

τ
U ,

thus b is a finite bound for bU and the network is stable.

D. FP-TFA Adaptations for Networks with Regulators

We group LCAN and FP-TFA together. Our objective is to
use FP-TFA on topologies with a partial regulator deployment.

If the deployment has been performed based on LCAN
recommendations, the network will be feed-forward and the
upper stage of FP-TFA will not be required. In all cases, slight
modifications of the lowest stage have to be carried out to
account for the presence of regulators.

Scheduler

βn

+
Line
shaping

λcn

Output n

RegulatorPacketizer
Line
shaping Bi

Regulated
input i

Packetizer
Line
shaping

λcj

Aj

Unregulated
input j

αAj

∑
f3(i,n) α

R
f (i, n)

Fig. 19. Detailed model for the computation of the delay bound within a
node with partial regulator deployment

Figure 19 presents the modified computational model when
some inputs (i in the Figure) hold a regulator placed after the
packetizer (as per the device model presented in Figure 5).
The regulator element in the model does not participate in
the ETE-delay bound, as LCAN ensures the shaping-for-free
property is kept (Section V).

An aggregate arrival curve at location Bi, the output of the
regulator for regulated input i, can directly be obtained by
summing all the configured arrival curves αRf (i, n) for any
flow f 3 (i, n). Each individual arrival curve being a leaky-
bucket arrival curve, the sum is also a leaky-bucket arrival
curve. Call ri its rate and bi its burstiness.

With the same previous notations, we redefine btot and
rtot by btot =

∑
j unregulated bj +

∑
i regulated bi and rtot =∑

j unregulated rj +
∑
i regulated ri. Then, the delay within a node

with partial regulator deployment equals

Dn =
btot + lmax ·

∑
j unregulated

rj
cj

Rn

+ Tn + θm ·
(
rtot

Rn
− 1

) (7)

The remaining steps of the algorithm are performed as per
Figure 12.

VII. SYNTHETIC USE-CASE

We evaluate the performance of the five approaches: the
no-deployment approach, the partial-deployment approaches
using either PFRs or IRs with a cost of 1 for every regulator,
and the full-deployment approaches using either IRs or PFRs.

A. The Grid Topology

We consider the toy example, in Figure 1, to be two columns
and one line of a basic cell. By operating axial symmetries on
axes (G, I) or (E, I), we can control the size of the network.
We keep the same path length for all flows. We note L [resp.
C] the number of rows [resp. columns].

We consider high-priority flows with the same leaky-bucket
initial arrival curve γb0,r and constant packet size l. The
network is homogeneous, each port provides the same rate-
latency service curve βR,L. For any L ≥ 2, the maximum
number of flows per link equals 4, we thus note a = 4r/R
the network load; c is the transmission rate of the lines.
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Fig. 20. Number of regulators versus the grid network size for the different
approaches.
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Fig. 21. ETE delay bound of the flows on the grid versus the network load.
Size L = C =8, initial burstiness b0 = 12E3bits, service rate R = 1E9bits/s,
service latency T = 1.2E-5s, packet length l = 12E3bits, line shaping
c/R = 1.

B. Number of Placed Regulators

Figure 20 presents the number of regulators used versus
the number of switches in the network. Compared to the full
deployment approach, the IR partial deployment reduces the
number of required regulators by 81% and the PFR partial
deployment by 89%. Figure 20 shows that cyclic dependencies
can be removed with very few regulators within the network.

C. Latency Bounds with Respect to the Utilization

We evaluate the delay bounds versus the network load. To
do so, we use the (C = 8,L = 8) grid configuration (corre-
sponding to 153 switches). ETE delay bounds are presented
in Figure 21.

The full-deployment scheme shows a performance penalty
compare to the other approaches when the utilization is low.
Up to a utilization threshold a ≈ 15%, the best results are
obtained without any regulator. At high utilization, the best
bound is obtained with the full-deployment schemes, either
with PFRs or IRs and both obtain the same delay bound.

Partial-deployment approaches are never the best ones.

D. Effect of the Network Size

Figure 22 presents the ETE delay bound of the flows as a
function of the network size. We observe that each approach
obtains a delay bound independent from the network size after
approximately 60 switches. Note that the lengths of flow paths
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Fig. 22. ETE delay bound of the flows versus the grid size. Initial burstiness
b0 = 12E3bits, utilization a = 0.7, service rate R = 1E9bits/s, service
latency T = 1.2E-5s, packet size l = 12E3bits, line shaping c/R = 1.
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Fig. 23. ETE delay bound of the flows versus the network load with line
shaping c/R = 2. Size L = C =8, initial burstiness b0 = 12E3bits,
service rate R = 1E9bits/s, service latency T = 1.2E-5s, packet length
l = 12E3bits.

do not depend on the network size. The network complexity
does not influence the bound obtained by FP-TFA. The values
obtained for large sizes is consistent with the ones obtained
for a = 0.7 in Figure 21. It emphasizes that the previous
observations are independent from the network size.

E. Effect of the Line Shaping

In Figure 23 we set the ratio line rate / scheduler guaranteed
rate to c/R = 2. This diminishes “line shaping”, which is the
beneficial effect on latency of the bit-by-bit serialization of the
packets when transmitted on the line.

The value of the utilization threshold is reduced (down to
a ≈ 5%) due to the combination of two effects: On one hand,
all partial- and no-deployment approaches have a performance
worse than with c/R = 1. On the other hand, the delay
bound of the full-deployment approach is decreased because
it is only affected by Mohammadpour et al.’s delay-bound
improvement. This improvement has a more positive effect
when the transmission rate c is higher.

We also noted that the no-deployment approaches show
some instability. Complementary tests showed that, without
regulators, FP-TFA is no longer able to obtain finite latency
bounds for the whole utilization spectrum (from 0 to 1) when
c/R ≥ 3.

Stability is retrieved for any partial deployment. However,
the partial deployment of IRs shows very large bounds, even
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TABLE III
TRADE-OFF OF THE APPROACHES

Criteria
+ = good properties, - = bad properties

Total
(IR or PFR)

Partial
PFR

Partial
IR

No
deployment

Regulator count - + ∼ ++
Delay bound at low utilization - ∼ + ++
Delay bound at high utilization ++ ∼ ∼ -
Sensitivity w/r utilization ++ ∼ ∼ -
Sensitivity w/r trans. rate ++ - ∼ - -
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Fig. 24. Physical topology of the Orion CEV network. From [37].

though LCAN places more IRs than PFRs. With fewer PFRs,
we achieve a better performance. At a high utilization or for
a high transmission rate, IRs need to be placed everywhere to
provide noticeable improvements.

F. Conclusions of Synthetic Use-Case

Partial deployments never provide the best delay bounds.
However, as summarized in Table III, they provide an interest-
ing compromise between performance, stability, and number
of hardware elements.

The partial deployment of IRs is an interesting option
only at low utilization and transmission rates. When one of
these values increases, this approach shows performance worse
than partial deployment of PFRs, and IRs need to be placed
everywhere to provide noticeable improvements.

VIII. REPRESENTATIVE INDUSTRIAL USE-CASE

We show the applicability of the different approaches and
our algorithms on a representative industrial case. We consider
the Orion crew exploration vehicule (CEV) network. Its ar-
chitecture is detailed in [38, p.328] and relies on TT-Ethernet.
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Fig. 25. Highest ETE delay bound of the flows within Orion versus the
network usage. Initial burstiness b0 = 12E3bits, service rate R = 1E9bits/s,
service latency T = 1.2E-5s, packet length l = 12E3bits, line shaping
c/R = 1.

We study it, however, in an asynchronous setting.The physical
topology presented in Figure 24 is retrieved from [37]. We map
on it 119 multicast flows of the TSN control-data traffic (CDT)
class by using an algorithm that optimizes link utilization.
This mapping creates a total of 293′912 cyclic dependencies
in the network. We assume that each output port provides
the same rate-latency service curve and, as we consider the
highest priority, we can assume that the service rate equals
the transmission rate (case c/R = 1).

In this industrial case, a full-deployment approach would re-
quire a total of 249 regulators within the network. Our LCAN
algorithm, configured with a cost of 1 for each regulator, is
able to remove all cyclic dependencies with only either 14 IRs
or 9 PFRs. This highlights that substantial cost savings could
be achieved in a real industrial case.

Figure 25 shows the highest delay bound among all flows.
We note that the no-regulator approach FP-TFA is no longer
the best one at low utilization. This emphasizes the potential
benefit of regulators in heterogeneous networks. Partial de-
ployment is here an attractive solution up to a utilization of
40%.

IX. CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORK

We have developed a tool, FP-TFA, for computing latency
bounds in time sensitive networks with cyclic dependencies.
We have also developed an algorithm, LCAN, for placing
a set of PFRs [resp. IRs] of minimal cost such that cyclic
dependencies are removed. The combination of FP-TFA and
LCAN has been used in synthetic and industrial settings to
evaluate the effect on latency of partial or full deployments
of either type of regulator. Our analysis shows that when
the effect of line shaping is large, FP-TFA computes low
latency bounds for the configurations without shapers for a
small utilization, after which there is a benefit in deploying
regulators. Partial deployment of PFRs improves the latency
bounds in the region of medium utilization or at high line
transmission-rates while decreasing the deployment costs, with
reference to full deployment solutions.

These conclusions, however, do not take into account the
hardware-cost difference between a PFR and a IR. The latter
probably uses fewer queues than the former. We plan to discuss
with manufacturers to create a representative cost function able
to capture these differences. Such a cost function could then
be used to support deployments of mix of per-flow and inter-
leaved regulators. Testing LCAN on other type of topologies
constitutes another field of future work. We plan to discuss
with industrials to create representative yet flexible topologies.
LCAN’s behavior relies mostly on cyclic dependencies, whose
patterns might not be trivial even for simple configurations.
Understanding how cyclic dependencies are generated is a key
step to better understand our partial deployment approach.
Lastly, sensitivity analyses of our approach with respects to
other parameters such as the flows’ characteristics represent
another axis of future work.
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